
BattleFleet Baltic
- Version 1.1 -

Author's Ramblings
I would like to thank both Steve Dujakovic and André Scheringer for their
valuable feedback on the early drafts of the rules, for contributing their own
ideas to the game,  and for ruthlessly taking me to the cleaner's  in the test
engagements.

The following rules have been developed and written down by and for a group
of  players  with  a  fair  breadth  of  tabletop  wargaming  experience.  As  a
consequence, some concepts are described somewhat cursorily.  This should
only be true for the ones that are common to many tabletop rule sets, and are
therefore “givens”. If you feel that we have left out information essential to
understanding the rules, please do get in touch with us.

If you feel that the rules are incomplete and do not cover every conceivable
constellation,  and  do  not  support  a  lawyer’s  approach  to  a  rule-set,  we
achieved our  intention.  This  is  supposed to  be  a  gentlemen’s  game,  not  a
tournament-proof body-of-law.
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1 Preparation

Definitions
Ship-of-the-Line (SotL) – Ships of the Line typically deploy and operate as
individual vessels. 

Unrated Vessel – Unrated vessels typically deploy and move in squadrons.
Squadrons need to keep within 4” of the squadron flagship. If they do not, they
need to move  in such a  way that  squadron coherency is  restored.  Unrated
vessels out of squadron coherency half their FP, Concussion Charges and Ack-
Ack values.

Ship classes – here and there,  you will  find rules that  apply differently to
different sizes of ships. For simplicity's sake, these are always grouped into
one of  three  classes:  Battleships (comprising  battleships,  dreadnoughts  and
aircraft carriers),  Cruisers (cruisers and frigates) and  Destroyers (destroyers,
corvettes and escorts).

Flying Ships – any vessel that can fly, be it by means of gas bags, rotors or
cavorite  beam projectors,  and which is  larger than an aeroplane marker,  is
considered a Flying Ship. Flying Ships are classed as Unrated or SotL, just as
surface  vessels  are.  They can  freely  cross  surface  terrain  features  such  as
coastlines, islands, reefs etc.; Flying Ships-of-the-Line take more damage from
cannon  fire  and  have  slightly  modified  movement  rules;  apart  from  that,
Flying Ships are treated just like surface vessels.

Aerial Corvettes – aerial corvettes are a special case of flying ships, namely
unrated flying ships. They are in effect larger versions of fixed-wing bombers,
offering  greater  mobility  than  dirigibles,  rotors  and  other  flying  vessels
relating on buoyancy rather than wings to keep them aloft. You will find that
they have special rules for movement, explained in the appropriate chapter,
and are also targeted differently from other ships.

Skimmers –  the  Hanseatic  League  has  developed  a  Cavorite-based  beam
technology that allows some of their capital ships to levitate just above the
sea's surface. In game terms, such ships ignore shallow waters and torpedoes.
Beyond that, they work just like regular SotL.
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Rounding -  In BattleFleet Baltic, fractions are rounded down to the nearest
whole. In most  cases, this will  mean rounding a result  of “something.5” to
“something”.

Ship Sheets & Activation Cards
For each SotL and squadron you will have  two cards: the activation card is
used to indicate the place in the activation sequence. It shows an image of the
ship in question and its name. The ship sheet is significantly larger. It shows
all the relevant statistics at a glance, and also allows tracking speed, damage,
ammunition  etc.  Both are  available  from the BattleFleet  Baltic  website  for
download

Defining the Battlefield
The  most obvious features of the battlescape are those that stick out above the
water: islands, coastlines, Kalmarium rigs etc.. Their effect will be covered in
the section on lines-of-sight, and also in scenario conditions dealing with man-
made features such as drilling platforms, docks and the like.
Beyond that, or rather: below it there are submarine features of the battlescape:
depth  lines,  shoals  and  reefs.  For  simplicity,  the  waterways  in  BattleFleet
Baltic are classed in three depth categories: blue, coastal or shallow waters. It
is easiest to mark those lines on your table either with an erasable pen, or by
means of transparent overlays.
Blue water does not affect gameplay. All vessels can move freely.
Coastal waters inhibit the movement of the most massive ships only, such as
dreadnoughts, battleships and aircraft carriers.
Shallow waters will  inhibit  the movement  of cruisers  and frigates to  some
extent, and may not be entered by larger vessels at all.
The  exact  rules  dealing  with  depth  and  draught  may  be  found  in  the
'Movement' section.
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Determining the Strategy Pool
Strategy  points  (the  totality  of  which   for  each  player  are  known  as  that
player's strategy pool) are a measure of how precise the control exercised by a
squadron commodore or fleet admiral is.
The initial  number  of  strategy points  in  the  pool  is  largely determined  by
scenario  concerns,  and  may  also  be  driven  by  meta-game  factors  such  as
campaign status. For now, let's assume that each player will begin a normal
game with a total of 20 strategy points in the pool.

Setting up
Players  take  turns  setting  up  their  ships.  To  reflect  the  reaction  speed  of
different ship types, set-up works by class:

 First take turns to set up all vessels of the Battleship class.
 Then take turns to set up all Cruisers.
 Lastly, take turns to set up all squadrons of Destroyers.

Players may bid Strategy points to determine when to set up in exactly the
same way as for determining who goes first in a turn (see below).

2 Turns & Phases
Turn Sequence
The game is played in turns, with each turn being divided into four phases,
which are…

(1) Initiative & Activation Planning
.a Set Speed/ Submersion for next turn
.b Determine Initiative
.c Compiling activation stack for next turn

(2) Activations

(3) Aeroplanes and Torpedoes

(4) Between Turns
.a Resolve Repairs
.b Resolve Critical Hits
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2.1 Set Speed/Submersion
Routinely,  captains  will  use  this  phase  to  set  their  vessels  general  course
disposition for the coming turn. That is to say: every vessel will set its speed,
and submersibles will set their submersion (surfaced or  hull down). In game
terms, this means that each ship or squadron may change their current speed
by  one  setting  on  the  telegraph.  This  setting  will  be  valid  until  the  next
between  turn  phases  (barring  special  circumstances  such  as  damage),  so
squadron commanders should plan carefully on the maneuvers they want to
execute.

Speed will only ever change by 1 telegraph setting. Even if a ship is reduced to
‘Crawl’ speed by being crippled, or is wrecked, it will coast along for a while,
reducing its speed by one setting per turn.

2.2 Initiative & Activation Planning
At  the  beginning  of  each  engagement,  each  fleet  commander  receives  a
number  of  strategy  tokens,  depending  on  his  quality  as  a  leader  and  the
scenario conditions. After each Between Turns phase, each fleet commander
bets a number of his strategy tokens to gain the initiative (minimum bet is 1,
no maximum). The highest bet can choose whether he wants to activate first,
last,  second  or  whatever.  The  next  highest  bidder  chooses  next.  Ties  are
resolved by the toss of a coin (or any other manly contest the participants can
agree on). All strategy points are discarded after the bet. Certain game effects
can further deplete or replenish the strategy points pool.

Each player then places all his SotL and Unrated squadron activation cards in a
stack face down. He may set aside one card as reserve. Last ship to activate 
goes to the bottom of the stack, but more on that in the very next section...
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3 Activations
Players take turns to play a card from the top of their stack, beginning with the
player determined by the initiative bet. Actually,  the player can also choose
not to play the card from the stack, and activate his reserve card * instead. The
reserve  card  is  place  face  up  on  the  stack  of  activated  cards  and  the
corresponding  ship/squadron  is  activated.  For  details  on  what  happens  on
activation, see below.

Squadrons of unrated vessels can react more flexibly to how the battle unfolds.
Once per turn,  the active player  may decide to draw an as yet  unactivated
squadron of unrated vessels* from the activation stack instead of the topmost
card. This card is dealt with as if it had been drawn from the top of the stack.

If a capital ship is  wrecked or a squadron of unrated vessels is completely
eradicated  before  being  activated,  the  owning  player  discards  that  unit's
activation card when it turns up, and activates his next card.

In the very likely case that both activation stacks differ in the number of cards,
use the following logic: the higher stack will activate two cards in as many
turns as it has more cards that the other stack. These two-card-activations will
make up the front end of the turn.

Eugh, I know this is completely incomprehensible without an example:

Say  the  Teutonic  Order's  admiral  has  9  cards  in  his  stack,  whereas  his
Swedish opponent has 6. So the Order has 3 cards in excess. Thus in the first
three activations,  the  Teuton will  activate  2 cards when it  is  his  turn,  the
Swede  activates  on  for  each two of  the  Teuton's.  Afterwards,  the  Teutopn
player will activate 3 cards one-for-one, taking regular turns with the Swedish
player.

Or, to put it another way, the first card in excess goes into the first activation,
the second into the second, and so on...

* For small engagements involving 4 activation cards or fewer per side, we suggest to ignore 
both the reserve and the „destroyer dash“ rules.
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3.1 Movement
Speed may be selected from the range offered in the current  setting of the
engine telegraph. Please note that  battleships, dreadnoughts and other large
SotL typically cannot run at flank speed: they are too ponderous.

Turning:  turns are made along the turning templates offered by Dystopian
Wars. Each Ship Sheet states the DW turning template that this vessel uses to
make turns.  Please note:  a vessel running at 'flank' speed is using the next
bigger  turning template:  a typical  cruiser  would use the  large template  for
making turns at flank speed.

Special Cases:

Crippled Flying Ships-of-the-Line use the next higher template for their turns,
instead of being slowed to a Crawl.

Aerial Corvettes  are a bit of a class of their own: these vessels combine the
size of a destroyer with a fixed-wing-aeroplane frame. As a result, they move
in a manner different from other Unrated vessels.
Aerial corvettes have to finish their move at least 10” away in a straight line
from their position at the beginning of their activation, and can move up to a
maximum speed given on their ship sheet. They may turn freely as often as
they like during movement, and end up facing in any direction.

Skimmers levitate  just  about  a  cable's  length  above  the  water  surface.
Therefore, they ignore any risks from Shallows. 

Hull down vessels: some ships have the option to flood part of their hull to
raise  their  waterline,  as  it  were.  In  terms  of  movement  this  has  two
consequences:  the vessel  counts as one class bigger in terms of draught:  a
destroyer would have the draught of a cruiser, for example. They also cannot
choose the highest  speed rating on the engine telegraph.  Whether or not  a
vessel capable of doing so is running 'Hull Down' has to be decided in the
Initiative and Activation Planning phase, at the same time as the ship's speed is
set. 
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Running aground & Collisions
Ship-to-ship collisions should be a rare occurrence, to account for the fact that
ship model sizes and gun ranges are out of scale, and to facilitate play on a
fairly small table. Also ships are assumed to micro-maneuver in such a way as
to minimise the risk of collision. If ever two surface ship models touch in the
course of their movement, run through the following logic:

Both vessels try to evade collision → no collision occurs.

Both vessels try to force collision → collision occurs.

One vessel tries to force a collision, while the other evades → roll 3d10 and
look up the required successes (7+ rolls) for a collision to occur in the table
below:

forcing \ evading Destroyer Cruiser Battleship Damage Dice

Destroyer 3 1 1 5

Cruiser 3 2 1 10

Battleship 3 2 2 15

If  an  Airborne  vessels  is  involved  as  the  evading  ship,  the  logic  is  more
simple: airborne vessels evade collision automatically.

Should a collision occur, damage is determined according to the table above.
Roll  the number  of d10 indicated for both vessels,  every 7+ scoring a hit.
Every  natural  10  will  count  towards  critical  hits.  The  vessel  evading  the
collision  will  double  the  number  of  10ers  received  for  the  purposes  of
determining critical hits (as it is effectively being rammed).

Running Aground in Shallows

Whenever a Battleship first touches coastal waters, roll 1d10. The vessel does
not run aground on a result of 7+. If the vessel continues its course through
coastal waters, test again after every 5” travelled.

As soon as a Battleship touches shallow waters, it runs aground automatically.
For  Cruisers in shallow waters, use the logic laid out above, testing on first
contact and every 5”.

A vessel that has run aground will immediately come to a full halt. It may not
fire any weapons this activation, as fire control is busy cleaning the spilt coffee
out of their optical gear et cetera. In the next activation, the vessel may shift
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into Reverse, and thus back off the shoals. If it struck ground inside the shoal
(rather than at the edge), it will again have to test for running aground every
5”.

Running Aground on Rocks or on Shore

If  a  vessel  makes  contact  with  either  a  reef,  the  shoreline  or  other  solid
structures such as drilling rig platforms, it will collide with it automatically. It
will come to an immediate halt, and sustain damage according to the table for
ship-to-collisions  above,  using  its  own  class  as  the  evading  vessel.  Yes,
battleships will crunch harder than destroyers if their captain is daft enough to
ram something crunchy (cf. RMS Titanic, The loss of).

3.2 Exchanging Gunfire

Line-of-Sight
In order to determine line of Line-of-Sight (LoS) between to vessels (active
and target, usually), trace a channel between them, the borders of which run
between the extreme points of the two models. Any data relevant to firing is
determined from this channel. Please note that only enemy vessels block LoS,
friendly vessels do not.

Blocked LoS: if it is impossible to trace a straight line between the two vessels
that crosses no obstacle whatsoever, LoS between them is said to be blocked. 
Vessels to which LoS is blocked may not be fired upon.

[Optional Rule] Masked LoS: if it is possible to trace an unobstructed straight
line between the two vessels; but there are other enemy vessels or terrain 
blocking a significant part of the LoS channel (about half, use your discretion),
the target model is said to be "masked".
Whether or not a model or terrain feature that is sitting partially or entirely in 
the LoS channel actually blocks or masks LoS, depends on the altitude level 
that it occupies. The following table outlines what kind of model/terrain 
obscures LoS, depending on respective positions of the channel's endpoints.
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Origin \ Target Airborne Surface Submerged

Airborne LoS blocked by terrain extending into 
airborne altitude

LoS blocked by 
terrain at airborne 
and surface altitude

no LoS

Surface LoS blocked by terrain extending into 
airborne altitude

LoS blocked by 
terrain and surface 
vessels

no LoS

Submerged no LoS LoS blocked by 
terrain extending 
below waterline

LoS regardless of 
intervening models 
and terrain

Determine Effective Firepower
The  number  of  dice  actually  rolled  for  a  salvo  is  called  the  Effective
Firepower. You obtain it by first reading it off the Effective Firepower table
below, and then modifying it according to the class match-up as per the table
further down.

Reference the firing battery's number of dice to find the relevant row. Identify
the aspect that the target is presenting to identify the relevant column. Apply
any column shifts as listed below. The resulting table cell  yields the actual
number of d10 you need to roll for the salvo.

Please note: fire directed at Aerial Corvettes will always start in the rightmost
column, regardless of aspect. 

Squadrons  firing  at  the  same  target  CANNOT  elect  to  resolve  their  fire
separately for each squadron member.
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Closing Capital Unrated

moving away Capital Unrated

broadside on Capital Unrated

Special Stationary Aer. Corv.

1 1 1 1 0 0
2 2 1 1 1 1
3 3 2 2 1 1
4 4 3 2 1 1
5 5 4 3 2 1
6 5 4 3 2 1
7 6 5 4 2 2
8 7 6 4 3 2
9 8 6 5 3 2

10 9 7 5 4 2
11 10 8 6 4 2
12 11 8 6 4 3
13 12 9 7 5 3
14 13 10 7 5 3
15 14 11 8 5 3
16 14 11 8 6 3
17 15 12 9 6 4
18 16 13 9 6 4
19 17 13 10 7 4
20 18 14 10 7 4
21 19 15 11 8 4
22 19 15 11 8 5
23 20 16 12 8 5
24 20 17 12 9 5

Target moving at 'Flank' speed: column shift to the right
Target moving at 'Crawl' speed: column shift to the left
Target within 10": column shift to the left
Target beyond 20": column shift to the right
(Target is masked: column shift to the right)

Table 1: Effective Firepower
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Now determine effective firepower multiplier: Depending on the firing 
relation, multiply the effective firepower resulting from Table 1. 

Artillery firing...

... at Target
D(estroyer) C(ruiser) B(attleship)

Destroyer or Flying Cruiser
or Aerial Corvette

x1 x2 x2

Cruiser or Flying Battleship
or Hull Down Destroyer

x½ x1 x2

Battleship or Hull Down Cruiser x½ x½ x1

Hull Down Battleship x½ x½ x½

Table 2: Effective Firepower Multiplier

Now roll the resulting dice: every 7+ scores a hit. You may say 'Ka-Boom. 
Ahahaha...'.

Damage
In principle, each hit scored as laid out before will cause one point of damage.
This is crossed off from the ships hull boxes. Once all black hull boxes have
been crossed off the vessel is Crippled.

Crippled vessels...
 may only move at 'Crawl'
 halve all firepower before determining dice number
 defend themselves with the full AA and CC rating

A SotL that has lost all hull boxes, or an unrated vessel that has sustained a hit 
becomes a Wreck. Wrecked vessels...
 lose all offensive firepower
 defend at half their AA and CC rating
 remain stationary or drift with the current (if the scenario so dictates)
 are automatically hit by all torpedoes in a salvo that touches them

When sustaining hits, unrated vessels are assumed to take evasive maneuvers
automatically. They may shrug off the first few hits they sustain: instead of
taking damage, hits to the number of the 'Jink' statistics as stated on the ship
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sheet are converted into splash markers. Place the splash markers in contact
with the targeted vessel. They remain on the board until the end of the turn,
and move with the ship. Once a vessel has splash markers to the number of its
'Jink' rating in contact, the vessel takes damage as normal.

 Special Weapons
Tesla Arc Projectors: have very limited range (apart from the ones mounted
on Fennoman ships). Always roll their straight firepower as hit dice, without
going through the tables.

Beam Projectors are huge linear arrays of Tesla coils that have been modified
by  Fennoman  naval  architects.  They  project  a  broad  beam  of  destructive
energy  along  a  straight  path,  out  to  their  maximum  range.  It  is  powerful
enough to affect all vessels touched by this path, according to the following
logic:

Initially, the beam has the Firepower rating stated on the ship sheet. Roll this
firepower against the first target it touches, just as you would for a tesla arc
projector.  Beyond  this  target,  reduce  the  FP  rating  by  the  number  of  hits
inflicted when resolving the next  target  along the beam's  path.  The beam's
firepower also deteriorates over range: when crossing into medium range after
10”,  reduce the remaining FP rating by 2;  and again by 2 when the beam
crosses into long range after 20”.

Example: a battleship fires a beam rated at FP10. It strikes a cruiser after 5”,
inflicting 3 hits. FP is now 7. The beam continues unobstructed into medium
range,  reducing it  to  FP 5.  At  12”,  the  beam hits  two destroyers  in  quick
succession. The first takes 4 hits, blowing it to smithereens. The second takes
no hit from the remaining FP1. No further targets intervene before the beam
crosses into long range at 20”, where it is too weak to do any more damage.

Rockets: do not suffer column shift at long range (>20”). They may not be
fired at short range (<10”).

Bomb bays: Most flying vessels are fitted with ventral bomb bays. If such a
vessel’s course touches an enemy vessel during its movement, it may resolve a
bombing run against it: roll the bomber’s FP dice, counting every 7+ as a hit.
Ack Ack is not  considered against bombing from aerial corvettes or flying
SotL:  they are  not  nimble  enough to dodge Ack Ack fire,  sacrificing their
accuracy.
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Vessels running 'Hull  Down'  may only fire torpedoes and weapon systems
marked as 'Dorsal' on their ship sheets, all others are submerged.

3.3 Torpedoes
Torpedoes are launched in the Activation Phase,  just like guns being fired.
They  will  execute  their  movement  in  the  Between-Turns-Phase,  and  are
therefore covered in detail in section 5. BFB uses markers to represent salvoes
of torpedoes, with each salvo having a “spread” of 3 inches*. 

3.4 Boarding Actions
Ships-of-the-Line usually come with a complement of rocket assault marines
(commonly known as RAM troopers#). You can send them over at the end of
the ship's activation phase, at the same time as firing the ship's guns. Cross off
as many RAM trooper boxes as you want to send over (survivors will not be
picked up before the end of the engagement), and roll a d10 per box: 7+ scores
a  hit.  Each  hit  removes  1  RAM trooper  box  from the  target.  If  no  RAM
troopers remain (and this is where the fun begins), each hit grants the attacker
the a natural 10  roll in terms of critical hits.

3.5 Launching and Landing Aeroplanes
Each  marker  is  composed  of  one  type  of  plane  (fighter,  bomber,  torpedo
bomber), and comprises up to 6 planes§. The number of planes is noted on the
markers aeroplane card, together with their type and, in the case of bombers
and torpedo bombers, ammunition remaining.

* We found that tracking those is easily achieved by cutting strips of 2” by  ½” from clear
plastic, and noting down the torpedo firepower on it in erasable pen. 

# The boarding parties of the Teutonic Order are known as „Raketenenterkommando“, 
abbreviated „REK“, colloquially known as „Recken“. Yeah, well.

§ That is to say: all squadron markers will begin the game with a full complement of 6 planes. 
Players may not split squadrons up and divide the complements between them. This is true 
for airfield squadrons, escort squadrons and carrier-borne squadrons.
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Launching from and Landing on Carriers
Each carrier has a maximum complement of squadrons it can carry, noted on
the ship sheet. Before the game starts, each carrier commander has to decide
what types of squadrons his carrier is stocked with.

Carrier squadrons are launched in the 'Exchanging Gunfire' phase, and stay in
contact  with their  carrier  until  the 'Aeroplanes and Torpedoes'  phase.  They
may then activate just like any other aeroplane squadron on the table.

In order to return to their carrier, squadrons have to move into contact with the
carrier model. They will be taken aboard when the carrier next activates. They
will  use  up  this  turn  for  re-arming  and  re-fueling,  and  are  available  for
launching in the following turn.

Carrier  ship sheets have an entry labelled 'Flight  Deck',  which denotes the
number of squadrons a carrier can “process” per turn. This covers both take-
off and landing. As an example, a carrier with a 'Flight Deck – 4' rating could
launch 4 squadrons; recover 4 squadrons; or launch 3 and recover 1 squadrons
in the same turn, et cetera.

Carriers launching planes may not fire any guns or Tesla projectors in their
activation.  Unless  they  are  prepared  to  explain  themselves  to  the  pilot's
widows.

Launching and Landing off the Battlescape
How aeroplanes work when no carrier is present on the battlescape should be
specified in your scenario. To define something plausible, bear in mind factors
such as  the  distance from the next  airbase that  your  engagement  is  taking
place.  If  you  want  aeroplanes  to  play  a  central  role,  allow  them  to  also
replenish lost planes when they re-arm.

We will nevertheless offer a baseline rule for those of you too lazy to come up
with scenario specifics.  This  represents  an engagement  taking place within
easy  reach  of  an  airfield,  although  the  field  itself  is  not  present  on  the
battlescape:

If no carrier or airfield is present on the battlescape, then aeroplane markers
will  enter  and  leave  through  a  designated  table  edge.  They  enter  in  the
aeroplane phase of the first turn. Fighters stay on the table until shot down.
Bombers and Torpedo Bombers may return to their table edge to re-arm: once
they reach the edge, set them aside. They are gone for the following turn, and
will re-enter the battle in the aeroplane phase of the 2nd turn after they left the
table.
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4 Aeroplanes and Torpedoes

Resolution Sequence
1) Move and resolve all aeroplane marker groups.
2) Move and resolve each torpedo salvo.
In each step of this sequence, players take turns resolving their appropriate
marker groups, in the sequence of their Initiative. Once a player activates his
last bomber or torpedo bomber squadron, he may choose to force his opponent
to  activate  all  his  remaining  B/TB  squadrons  before  the  first  player  next
activates.

Torpedoes
Torpedoes are fired in the Activation Phase with an arc of 0 degrees, i.e. in a
line parallel to the center of the facing aspect. All torpedoes move at a standard
speed (of 15”) in the Between Turns Phase, and will  maintain course dead
ahead.  If  they encounter  an  obstacle  (land,  wreck  etc.),  the  entire  salvo is
removed from play.

Once any part of a torpedo salvo touches a vessel, interrupt its movement. The
vessel may use his Concussion Charges to defend: roll [CC]d10, and reduce
the salvo firepower by 1 for each 7+ rolled.  

Now, roll 1d10 per firepower remaining in the salvo. Each 7+ scores a hit,
which may be countered by evasive maneuvers. Resolve the hits in the same
way as used for gunfire. Reduce the torpedo salvo FP by the number of hits
scored.

If torpedoes remain (i.e. the salvo is FP>0), correct this on the marker, and
complete the 15” path for the salvo.

Please note that skimmer vessels are never hit by torpedoes, the torps just pass
underneath them with no effect.

Moving Aeroplanes
You  may  join  aeroplane  markers  into  groups  (e.g.  two  bomber  squadrons
proceeding together, or fighters escorting bombers). You may launch groups
right  off  the  deck,  or  declare  them  joint  once  they  make  contact  on  the
battlescape.  A group moves,  to  all  intents  and  purposes,  as  if  it  were  one
marker.
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You may also split groups by declaring the split on acivation of the group, and 
then just moving and resolving one marker. The remaining markers will 
activate later on, when it is your turn again.
All aeroplanes can move freely across the battlescape, turning as often and as 
far as they like. 
Find the movement range for aeroplanes below:
Fighters: 20“
Bombers: 15“
Torpedo Bombers: 15“
If you joined squadrons of different types into a group, it moves at the lowest
range.

Fighter Aeroplanes
If a fighter aeroplane marker is in contact with another aeroplane marker at the
beginning of its activation, it has to resolve a dogfight with it. It  may then
conduct its move, but may not fight after the move.

If a fighter squadron is unengaged (i.e. not in contact) at the beginning of its
activation,  it  may  make  its  move,  and  resolve  a  dogfight  afterwards,  if  it
achieves contact with another aeroplane marker.
In either case, a fighter squadron must stop its movement when making contact
with another aeroplane marker.

Fighter Aeroplanes strafing Flying Ships
If  a  fighter  aeroplane  squadron  makes  contact  with  a  squadron  of  Aerial
Corvettes or a Flying SotL in the course of its flight, it may fly a strafing run
on it (for convenience: first complete the fighter squadron's movement, then
resolve the strafing run). For the strafing run:

Fighter  squadron  strafing  Aerial  Corvettes  roll  [#planes  –  target  AA]d10.
Please note that they will always attack the squadron as a whole. The corvettes
can therefore total up their AA rating, and may suffer more than one casualty.
Each 7+ scores a hit  that  does direct  damage,  unless countered by evasive
maneuvers.

Fighter squadron strafing Flying SotL roll  [½#planes – target AA]d10. Each
7+ scores a hit that does direct damage.
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Bomber Aeroplanes
If a bomber aeroplane squadron makes contact with a vessel in the course of
its flight, it may fly a bombing run on it (for convenience: first complete the
bomber  squadron's  movement,  then  resolve  the  bombing  run).  For  the
bombing run:

Bomber squadron rolls  [#planes – target AA]d10. Each 7+ scores a hit that
does direct damage, unless countered by evasive maneuvers.

Make sure to mark off one “round” of ammunition after resolving the bombing
run. Bombers may also choose to drop their entire payload on the first run. In
this case, they double the number of dice rolled (AA has double effect), and
mark off both ammunition boxes after the run.

Torpedo Bomber Aeroplanes

After  movement,  a  TB  marker  may  decide  to  launch  torpedoes.  Place  a
[#planes] FP torpedo marker in base contact with the TB marker. The torpedo
marker is resolved with the surface-launched torpedo salvoes.

Make sure to mark off one “round” of ammunition after resolving the torpedo 
run.

Dogfights
In dogfight, each fighter marker rolls  [2x #planes]d10. Each 7+ takes out an
enemy plane. If more than one marker is involved in the dogfight, the player
shot at decides from which marker to remove the planes.

Fighter Escorts
Fighter squadrons may choose to  attach themselves  to Bomber  or  Torpedo
Bomber squadrons, flying escort to them. When in contact with escorted B or
TB, a Fighter marker can intercept up to two enemy fighter markers that attack
the B or TB markers, forcing them to into a dogfight and preventing them from
engaging the Bs/TBs. The dogfight is resolved, and then the remaining enemy
fighters can engage the Bs/TBs.
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Combat Air Patrol
Fighter squadrons may also choose to attach themselves to Ships of the Line,
to protect them against enemy bombers. This is known as combat air patrol, or
CAP for short. To start flying CAP, a fighter marker just needs to finish its
movement in contact with the ship it is CAPping. The fighter now remains in
contact with the vessel, and is moved together with it. It may not move in the
aeroplane phase, unless it declares that it breaks CAP. In that case, place the
fighter marker half an inch away from the CAPped vessel, ending the fighters'
activation.  When  in  contact  with  a  CAPped  vessel,  a  Fighter  marker  can
intercept up to two enemy bomber markers that attack the vessel, forcing them
into  a  dogfight.  The  dogfight  is  resolved,  and  then  the  remaining  enemy
bombers can perform their bombing run.

Offensive Ack Ack
Active ships within a range of 5” of an aeroplane marker or an Aerial Corvette
at the end of their movement may engage that target with their AA batteries.
They are assumed to fire at the same time as the shipboard ordnance. The
active vessel rolls [AA]d10. Each 7+ removes one plane or one hull box. If all
remaining  planes  in  a  marker  are  shot  down,  remove  the  marker.  When
shooting AA against a group, torpedo bombers are hit first, bombers second,
fighters last.
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5 Between Turns
Resolve Repairs
As indicated in the critical hit  table below, some criticals may be repaired,
canceling out  their  effects.  For  each ship concerned,  roll  a  number  of d10
amounting to the remaining hull boxes. Each 7+ scored allows you to repair
one (repairable) critical effect.

You may also sacrifice  3  points  from your  Strategy Pool to  automatically
repair one critical.

NB: repairing happens before resolving criticals of the current turn. Therefore,
players  can only repair criticals sustained in previous turns. It  is absolutely
impossible  to  avoid  undergoing  the  effect  of  critical  hits  sustained  in  the
current turn, until the end of next turn rolls around. Unless maybe the Varelser
have tricks up their sleeves...?

Resolve Critical Hits
Everybody's  favourite,  admit  it.  Every  natural  10  rolled  on  an  effective
firepower die counts towards a critical hit. This is Not A Good ThingTM. 

During any given turn,  make  a  note  of  all  the  natural  10 hits  that  vessels
sustain.  Smaller ordnance will halve the number of 10s scored, while larger
ordnance will double it: if a battleship fires its mainline turrets at a cruiser and
rolls two 10s, jot down 4 tenners (ouch!).  In the next  Between Turns phase,
after repairs, resolve those accumulated 10s.

Roll 2d10, adding 1 for each accumulated tenner to the result, and look it up
on the following tables.
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Result Effect Result Effect

3 No effect 13 Weapon

4 Marines 14 Rudder

5 Ammo Bunker 15 Bridge

6 Weapon 16 Engine

7 Fire 17 Fire

8 Engine 18 Bridge

9 Bridge 19 Weapon

10 Rudder 20 Marines

11 Weapon 21 Ammo Bunker

12 Rudder 22 Ammo Bunker and Fire

23+ Ammo Bunker  and Fire  and roll
2d10 for additional critical effect

Effect Description repair?

Bridge Bridge Hit: lose ½ of a d10 Strategy Points in the ensuing confusion n

Ammo
Bunker 

Ammunition  blows  up:  roll  d10  to  determine  for  which  weapon
magazines or capacitators are gone. Weapon may not fire anymore. Lose
another hull box.

n

Marines Cross off 1 RAM trooper mark n

Weapon Weapon taken out. Roll 1d10 to determine which weapon to cross off
from the ship sheet

y

Engine Engine Hit: cross off highest telegraph setting from ship sheet y

Rudder Rudder jammed: must use next bigger template for turns; if already on
biggest template, well, no more turns, don'tcherknow

y

Fire Fire: take 1 additional hit in each Between-Turns phase y

Table 3: Critical Hits

Battleships and Dreadnoughts are less susceptible to criticals: when they 
receive a critical hit, the BB's opponent rolls twice, and the BB player chooses 
which result to apply.
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